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 Nicholas Longworth (1782-1863), the “father of American wine”—more 
accurately, father of the first commercially successful American champagne—has 
been lauded as the harbinger of an ideal democratic agrarian republic.1 In his 
1858 portrait, Longworth, also known as the “Western Bacchus,” stands among 
the things that brought him wealth: hundreds of acres of land receding in the 
background, and his grapes (see Figure 1).2 Viticulturists had known for decades 
that the most popular European winegrapes (Vitis vinifera like Cabernet Sau-
vignon and Chardonnay) would not grow well in North America under normal 
circumstances. The cultural importance of finding a native American wine, as 
well as improving the quality and taste of America’s antebellum vinous produc-
tions, are at the heart of Longworth’s accepted honorific life story. 
 In this celebratory vein, fruit speculators, although quite common in the 
nineteenth century throughout all regions, have not undergone the same scrutiny 
as the typical litany of traders, capitalists, and real estate men who populate the 
story of U.S. territorial and market expansion.3 Many fruit growers across the 
region did more than just grow fruit. As speculators, they sought to capitalize on 
their fruit as well as the resale of the “improved” land the fruit grew upon and 
the margin of profit that could be added by employed labor. Specifically, behind 
the Longworth horticultural egalitarian myth is a story of wealth made through 
land speculation and, crucially, decades of labor exploitation that has been ob-
scured by the democratic mythos of American fruit production and fruit tourism. 
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Nineteenth-century pomology (the art of growing fruit) provided an excusable, 
even commendable, framework for turning public property into private property 
and for hiding any questionably exploitative dealings in the shade of its fruitful 
bowers. Claiming a kind of passive, utilitarian, scientific, and benevolent role 
in the landscape and society, viticulture and fruit growing functioned to deny 
the realities of land speculation, agricultural imperialism, and the exploitation of 
labor that were key ingredients of the business as it was practiced in the Cincin-
nati area.4 
Figure 1: Robert Duncanson, Portrait of Nicholas Longworth, 1858, oil on 
canvas. Collection of the University of Cincinnati. Photo courtesy of the Taft 
Museum of Art.
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 At one time the second-wealthiest man in the United States, “Old Nick” 
should take a more prominent place within the history of the market revolution 
and early capitalist development of western agriculture. The multimillionaire 
viticulturist modeled an early type of capital accumulation previously thought 
to have begun in California decades later, and he did it in antebellum Ohio, no 
less. Ohio, in this regard, also deserves a more prominent place in the history of 
fruit- and grape-growing, alongside the better-known pomological loci of New 
York and California.5
Dreaming a larger vineland in Ohio
 Early- to mid-century Ohio has a unique place in the history of the Old 
Northwest, although it was a part of the larger market transformation happening 
throughout the antebellum West and upper South. National policies distributed 
land to farmers and encouraged farm expansion from east to west, achieving the 
goal of nation building through settlement by white migrants.6 In 1803, military 
lands were opened for sale in Ohio; before 1814, pioneers could also use squatters’ 
laws to claim land. Through mid-century, investors leased school and military 
lands very cheaply, for terms as long as ninety-nine years. The Homestead Act of 
1841 further opened lands in the Midwest to sale and farming.7 The Ohio River, 
in addition to its utility in commerce, developed as a symbolic boundary between 
freedom and slavery. As “far western country,” a kind of first stop “across the 
mountains,” Ohio was an ideological boundary, yet also an artery, linking the 
nation east to west and north to south.8
 Popular opinion held that one major city would eventually dominate the 
interior of the continent, and Cincinnati emerged as the early regional leader.9 
In his 1851 popular guidebook and who’s-who list for the city (reprinted every 
few years for decades), Charles Cist, an early booster, linked “Cincinnati—Its 
Destiny” with “[t]he law of gravitation or centralization . . . known to be one of 
the laws of nature”:
New York had been made so before . . . [but] Cincinnati is 
the grand centre of the United States, not geographically, 
perhaps, but the centre of the forces and influences, which, 
when readjusted after the introduction of the great disturbing 
cause, the railroad, must settle and determine the destiny and 
relative position of various cities or centres, which are now 
struggling for supreme ascendancy on this continent.10
 Cist’s hyperbole was not entirely unfounded. In 1820 the city was nearly 
twice as large as its nearest Midwestern competitor (St. Louis), and it increased 
that margin throughout the 1840s. With river commerce development in the 1830s, 
Cincinnati became the most diversified metropolis west of the Alleghenies; in 
the same decade, it grew from a few hundred residents to 50,000 people and 
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to more than a mile in radius. The city thus became the spearhead of the mid-
century capitalist frontier. Like many other cities at the time, Cincinnati often 
boasted that it had a central riverine, “strategic” and “beautiful” setting—but the 
“Queen City” was able to make good on its boasts for at least two decades.11 Cist’s 
boosterism invokes the competitiveness that guided city building in this period: 
he believed that the city’s success through transportation and trade happened at 
the expense of its rivals.12
 In addition to its importance in the river trade, Cincinnati experienced a 
remarkable cultural flowering in the three decades before the Civil War, when it 
was known as the singular “literary emporium of the West.”13 Due in large part 
to Longworth’s patronage, many fine arts and hundreds of cultural clubs emerged 
in Cincinnati. Longworth’s interest and funds propelled many significant artists’ 
careers, including that of sculptor Hiram Powers, as well as that of Longworth’s 
portraitist, African-American Hudson River School painter Robert Duncanson 
(see Figure 1). A cultural self-awareness grew in this new space that identified as 
“not-East” as well as “not-South,” as Cincinnatians wanted their city to be “living 
proof that civilization and refinement could flourish in the former wilderness.”14
 Cincinnati’s civilization and refinement were to be demonstrated in part 
through expert local wine production. New York agricultural journals such as 
The Horticulturist had for years called for further cultivation of the “far west-
ern lands” of the Ohio Valley.15 High-profile New York horticulturists Andrew 
Jackson Downing and William Prince, who sustained the popular construction 
of country gentlemen in their horticultural publications and nursery businesses, 
projected a neo-yeoman dream into the Ohio Valley by repeatedly encouraging 
viticulturists to move West and for the government to sponsor grape growing 
experimentation there. In an anonymous 1848 report in Downing’s Horticultur-
ist on “The Vineyards of Ohio,” the civilizing of the frontier is read through the 
domestication of grapevines:
If we take a retrospective glance of fifty or sixty years 
. . . when the unexplored wilds of Ohio—the now indeed 
beautiful Ohio—were penetrated by a few hardy adventurers 
. . . encountering at every step the shrieks of wild beasts, and 
their little but less ferocious companion, the Red Man. . . . 
The great abundance of the wild grape, found indigenous in 
the forest, and the luxuriancy of their growth, towering and 
spreading over the tops of the tallest trees, abundantly loaded 
with fruit, justifies the idea that the better and finer sorts will 
flourish here also.16
The author links grape growing with natural abundance and a northern Anglo-
American pastoral ideal: nature was already a vineyard in Ohio. This narrative—
of an America that had once been lush with greenery but was now truly beautiful 
because of the vineyards spreading through the Ohio Valley and beyond—was 
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popular in the mid-nineteenth century. It revealed a continuing belief in fruit and 
garden cultivation as a key to civilization and the nation’s future. Other manifest 
destiny narratives with viticultural overlays are apparent in the full text: that 
the land was wild and filled with savage men waiting to be tamed and taught a 
proper way of life; that the abundant agricultural riches were a gift from God 
for those with the moral and technical means to develop them; and that destiny 
was involved from the moment the first white foot was planted on American 
soil. “Wild” and “indigenous,” as well as “better and finer” varietals could 
be enhanced and made better able to produce the classic drink of civilization. 
The potency and “luxuriancy” of vines in their natural state would naturally be 
brought to their full potential when under the influence of commerce and social 
mores. This vinous vision of manifest destiny was especially important for a 
culture that needed to make the case that just as the nation should easily spread 
everywhere across North America, so should its number-one claim to refinement 
and bourgeois culture: wine.17
 The Ohioan vision of cultural and national prominence through viticulture 
was also spread via horticulturists’ contextualized appropriation of a Biblical 
parable from 1 Kings 4:25. The Horticulturist and Ohio Cultivator both published 
an article detailing progress in “the vineyards of the West”: 
To sit under our own vine and fig tree, with no one to make us 
afraid, is the most ancient and sacred idea of a life of security, 
contentment and peace. In a national sense, we think we may 
begin to lay claim to this species of comfort . . . there is no 
longer any doubt regarding the fact that the valley of the Ohio, 
with its vine-clad hills, will soon afford a resting place for 
millions of cultivators, who may sit down beneath the shadow 
of their own vines, with none to make them afraid.18
“Under one’s own vine and fig tree,” a Biblical allusion to individual peace 
and prosperity, is here re-envisioned “in a national sense” for cultivators in the 
Ohio Valley.  It becomes a statement about nationalist dominion over the land, 
its pacific tone a paradoxical call to arms against those who would “make them 
afraid,” namely the removed American Indians—and the reigning European 
wine producers. Beyond wine’s traditional place in religious historiography 
and temperance movements, the Horticulturist and Ohio Cultivator helped 
install Ohio grape culture within the racialized nationalism that shaped so many 
expansionist frontier narratives.
 Cincinnati was placed at the center of the West’s pomological manifest 
destiny because in addition to its “strategic” setting and cultural prominence, it 
was the largest and most productive wine region in the nation for three decades 
around the Civil War. Regional growers sought to share knowledge and capitalize 
on their collective prestige by organizing the Cincinnati Horticultural Society. 
Founded in 1843 by local businessmen-growers, the society was an active group 
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of urban boosters, several of whom were also leading winemakers (see Figure 
2). In the society’s founding portrait, members gather around their edible riches. 
Grapes are draped upon and around all other fruit at the table, illustrating the 
society’s investment in viticulture. With weekly meetings, “correspondence with 
distinguished horticulturalists in different parts of the Union,” and semi-annual 
flower and fruit exhibitions, membership swelled to 700 by 1851 and to almost 
900 in 1859.19
 Under the Society’s guidance, winemaking flourished. A period of major 
expansion of the Cincinnati wine industry marked the decades after 1842, the 
year in which Longworth stumbled onto his formula for “sparkling Catawba,” a 
much more palatable and popular beverage than his previous “Cincinnati hock.” 
In 1845, one of the Society’s charter members, Melzer Flagg (also Longworth’s 
employee and son-in-law) collected statistics on vineyards in Hamilton County, 
supporting Cincinnati’s braggadocio with geographical data. He found that 83 
vineyards covered 250 acres in the Cincinnati area, producing 23,000 gallons 
of wine per annum.20 Five years later, the Society increased its statistical scope 
to include any vineyard within twenty miles of the city, reflecting the Cincinnati 
region’s growing dominance as a national wine region. It found 750 acres of 
grapevines being tended, two-thirds of which were bearing fruit.21 By 1852, the 
acreage had increased to 1,200 acres, and more than 600 people were employed 
in winemaking.22 In 1853, the region’s vintners produced 450,000 bottles of 
wine, and Cincinnati’s title as the “Rhine of America” had finally taken hold in 
the national discourse about U.S. wine. DeBow’s Review described: 
Cincinnati is the centre of the wine region in the Ohio valley, 
and the Ohio river has not inaptly been called the “Rhine of 
America.” . . . The “vine-clad hills” already afford a pleasing 
variety in the scenery around this city, and the vintage is an-
ticipated with interest and solicitude. It is a new feature in the 
harvest of this rich valley, and a product that must before long 
form an important branch of our national industry.23
 Cincinnati wine was clearly ascendant. In 1855, the viticultural area again 
grew to 1,500 acres, and these vineyards made up more than two-thirds of the 
total fruit acreage in the Ohio Valley. Near the end of the decade, 35 percent of 
the nation’s total winecrop came from the Cincinnati region, nearly double the 
percentage of the next most productive state, California. Some Cincinnati growers 
posted 40-percent profits by the mid-1850s.24 The “Rhine of America” enjoyed 
its title and stature in fruit experimentation and production for more than twenty 
years, illustrating and crowning Cincinnati’s claim to being the “Queen City” of 
the Great West.
 In addition to profit, a chief focus of grape growing in these years was 
experimentation with new varietals. Dozens of articles about new native and 
hybrid grapes were published each month in national journals. A partial list of 
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“grapes raised and exhibited” by Nicholas Longworth in 1846 contained over 
twenty types.25 Because of his wealth and the national reputation he gained due 
to his successful grape experiments, Longworth (seated at the bottom right in 
Figure 2) was the Cincinnati Horticultural Society’s preeminent member. His 
leadership in and enthusiasm for the local grape trade, not to mention his bot-
tomless pockets and many land investments, exemplified the Society’s ideals of 
agricultural beauty and industry through viticulture in Cincinnati into the 1860s.
Longworth, Entrepreneur of Fruit
 Longworth’s recorded life story is a classic rags-to-riches tale of an even-
keeled, immensely hard-working, odd, and lucky frontier immigrant. Longworth 
came to Cincinnati from Newark, New Jersey in 1803, at the age of 21.26 Ac-
cording to several early biographers, he was an impoverished but plucky law-
yer, running away from an embarrassing family history—his parents had been 
Loyalists, and their estate had been ruined after the Revolution. In his first case 
in Cincinnati, defending an accused horse thief, Longworth reportedly received 
in payment two copper stills full of hard alcohol. With a keen early American 
capitalist’s foresight, he immediately traded the appliances and liquor to a bar-
tender for 33 acres of land on the town’s outskirts. And in a typically mythic 
leap, most stories conclude that “by 1830 his lot was in the heart of the business 
Figure 2: Cincinnati Horticultural Society, 1843. Courtesy Cincinnati Histori-
cal Society.
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district, and Longworth was one of the richest men in America.”27 According to 
the brief celebratory biographies, Longworth traded liquor stills for real estate 
assets that ultimately made him a multimillionaire. Although the stories focus on 
Longworth’s temperance and pluck, the real estate points to the useful kernel of 
meaning in the Longworth myth. Once planted with grapevines, the lands around 
Cincinnati produced the drink of an aspiring, landed middle class. The grapes 
“tamed” and beautified the outlying lands and signaled permanent, cultured 
residence.28 This foundational story of the first magnate of the West, as well as 
of the River City, which was then developing as a regional center for trade and 
several agricultural goods, served not only as a means of temperance-driven 
moral suasion (the monetary and moral benefits of wine over the stupidity and 
easy losses of hard alcohol) but also as a story of Ohio’s founding and promise 
as a nationally important place of cultivation and urban sophistication. 
 Beyond the myth, the years between Longworth’s supposed sale of stills and 
his rise to wealth reveal much more than pluck and luck. Having horticultural 
interests all his life, he experimented with grape growing beginning in 1813 but 
was not devoted to it until 1820. (He received his first vines from the Swiss colony 
in Vevey, Indiana, an earlier small-scale, but successful, wine enterprise.29) By 
1820, Longworth was successfully growing several types of grapes in vineyards 
just out of town, and in 1823 he received the Catawba grape from friend (and 
renowned American viticulturist and handbook author) Major John Adlum. In 
this way, his riches in real estate were accompanied by, if not in part driven by, 
his interest and promotion of the grape trade. Longworth was a millionaire by 
1825, and gave up his law practice three years later.30 
 Longworth’s grape growing developed during these years from a tinker-
ing interest to a serious investment of his surplus wealth. Like many real estate 
speculators in the period, he didn’t sit on one property, but was acquiring and 
selling dozens in any given year. The speculator’s tactic, one accurate piece of 
the Longworth myth, was simply to buy up all the land he could, as fast as he 
could. The 1838 Cincinnati Tax List details over 100 properties that Longworth 
owned, evaluated at over $115,000. This included land solely within the city 
limits, as well as only the land’s assessed value, generally thought to be lower 
than the market price.31 
 Longworth knew that vineyards had a way of making previously unusable 
land profitable. No matter how “worthless” the land, or remote from the center 
of town, Longworth would buy it and begin planting vines.32 Especially surpris-
ing at the time, Longworth bought up hilly land (much of what was available in 
southern Ohio). Hills and valleys were thought to be beneficial when growing 
grapes, as opposed to the flat landscapes necessitated by so many other crops. 
Longworth’s vineyards thus made previously “useless” land pay first through its 
production of grapes, and second through its sale to speculators and urban devel-
opers. As Cincinnati grew, the city and private buyers bought back Longworth’s 
land, then covered with vineyards, for urban development. New York socialist 
muckraker of the early twentieth century, Gustavus Myers, decried Longworth’s 
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“land fortune”: “The growth [Cincinnati] kept on increasingly. His land lay in 
the very center of the expanding city, in the busiest part of the business section 
and in the best portion of the residential districts.” Longworth’s land sales were 
the source of most of his wealth; by 1850, his original 33 acres was worth an 
estimated $2 million.33 
 Although not his primary source of wealth, Longworth’s profit from his 
vineyards was significant. By 1844, Longworth had 91 acres of vineyards, yield-
ing 20,000 gallons of wine annually.34 By the mid-1850s, he produced 100,000 
bottles annually and advertised nationally. Viticulture for Longworth was no 
longer just a gentleman’s pleasurable pursuit. In 1852, his wine was worth 
$64,000.35 Longworth’s success was repeated throughout the region— by 1859, 
there were 3,000 acres of vineyards between Cincinnati and Ripley (forty miles 
upstream), and those vineyards produced 570,000 gallons of wine annually.36 
 Longworth popularized his wine by encouraging tourism in his picturesque 
vineyards. After several less-than-profitable early attempts to sell wine, he cre-
ated tourist sites in his country vineyards 300 feet above the city, a tasting “Wine 
Garden,” and a “wine house” in the middle of downtown. Articles about and 
romanticized illustrations of Longworth’s vineyards ran in Harper’s Weekly (see 
Figure 3) and other national magazines in the 1850s. The illustrations include 
images of old-world vinetenders and their skilled handiwork juxtaposed against, 
yet in civilized comfort with, the modern technological advances of the railroad 
and steamboat. Part of Longworth’s vineyards’ allure and popularity lay in their 
proximity to the city, an aspect highlighted in Cincinnati tourist literature and 
included in Longworth’s Wine House, a promotional pamphlet published in the 
1860s. In a picture from his tourist literature (see Figure 4), a blissful scene 
unfolds as rows of vines nestle into the gently curving river below. Longworth’s 
vineyards lay in an inviting “semi-circular arc that enclosed [Cincinnati’s] natural 
amphitheater for twelve miles in circumference.”37 A vineyard tour offered not 
only a leisurely stroll among the vines, but also an elevated perspective on the 
growing city and region. Longworth’s most prominent vineyards were quickly 
established as premier tourist attractions in antebellum Cincinnati. His house is 
described in Harper’s Weekly: 
. . . a plain but capacious and home-looking building, and its 
fine locality and beautiful garden and surrounding grounds 
render it the most popularly attractive spot in the city. As “Mr. 
Longworth’s Garden,” it is known throughout the Western 
country; and it is freely used, by citizens and strangers, 
as a place of visit and promenade. In it are several fine 
conservatories, well filled with exotic and rare plants, a grape-
house for foreign vines, and an experimental forcing house.38
Vineyard tourism added value to Longworth’s real estate, and the views it offered 
solidified Cincinnati’s status as a burgeoning empire city. Visitors to Longworth’s 
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vineyards and home could thus experience the best of old and new civilizations 
in a still-natural setting.
 The illustrations of Longworth’s vineyards reinforce a distinction between 
other agricultural crops (even other specialty fruit crops) and grapes, when placed 
on a scale of perceived “naturalness” in a landscape. Very often, vineyards were 
planted among stumps of felled trees left in the ground. Stumps often figure as 
signs of progress in nineteenth-century visual art—progress both necessary and 
violent. But in Figure 4, in the foreground and amidst the vines, stumps are not 
so much a scar as a naturalized part of the landscape, softened by their place-
ment within the process of making an ostensibly unalienated commodity.39 In 
these images, the vineyard keeps its neo-yeoman, “natural” feel—it is nature, 
but nature cleaned up, straightened out, made productive and civilized. 
 The illustrations of Longworth’s vineyards also include romanticized labor 
as part of the classic representation of the vineyard—yet the labor depicted 
here elides its real local conditions. In the classic vision of the vineyard, work 
was done by the owners: skilled, middle-class, white hands. But contrary to the 
blissful, rather Mediterranean pictures here, Longworth utilized poorly-paid 
tenants—ethnically “other” German immigrants—throughout his wine business. 
The images, in promoting tourism and an ideal mythos of the vineyard, also 
functioned to erase his dependence on German labor.
 Fully considered, in this way Longworth’s life story differs dramatically from 
recent “democratic,” celebratory accounts. As part of his self-crafted democratic 
and yeoman identity, Longworth always propounded a do-it-yourself ethic: “the 
cultivation of the grape for wine will be profitable where persons do their own 
work. It is seldom that any farming pays well where there is much hiring of 
hands.”40 This view of labor in the vineyard was in line with a perennial myth of 
wine production. Wine had long been prized by drinkers for being the essence of 
Figure 3: “Mr. Longworth’s vineyard, near Cincinnati.” Harper’s Weekly, July 
24, 1858. Courtesy Harpweek.
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unalienated experience, in its claimed and believed processes of production and 
consumption. In brief, the logic is this: “great wines come only from fine grape 
varieties grown in great vineyards, which in turn require great labor and great 
expense.” Thus “great wines” are produced from the world’s premiere varietals 
planted only in ideal locations which add to the grape’s taste and the wine’s 
expression of that taste (its terroir). Additionally, “great wines” are produced 
by highly skilled owner/winemakers who have an intimate knowledge of wine 
history, wine production, and their own land.41 The yeoman farmer dream found 
within the romance of wine lived on unchecked in the image of the nineteenth-
century vineyard as the quintessential white, elite space, stocked with an ethic 
of independent natural production, epitomizing power and wealth. Longworth 
put a fine point on the myth of good wine and genius of elite wine production: 
‘[A] poor man cannot make good wine.’ The reason is obvious. 
The rich man not only has more influence in obtaining 
favorable opinions, but he also uses more care and skill in 
the manufacture. The poor man must sell his wine as soon as 
made. The rich man retains it till it is improved by age, and 
never sells under his own name, but that which proves to be 
of superior quality.42
Longworth was aware that as a “rich man,” he benefited twice over from his 
name alone: first in his “influence,” essentially the ability to buy “favorable 
Figure 4: Longworth’s vineyards in Cincinnati. Longworth’s Wine House, 1866. 
Courtesy Jed Dannenbaum, Drink and Disorder.
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opinions” of his wine, and second in his ability to put his name on only the very 
best wines that his investments produced. Longworth, through surplus capital, 
stored the wine before selling; he could invest in it but not see a profit from it 
for years, another crucial factor to the elite wine business.
 Longworth did not follow his own ethos or instructions regarding labor in the 
vineyard. There was no way he could, with hundreds of acres under cultivation. 
From the beginning, although he did not “hire hands” (i.e., he did not hire white 
day laborers), he did contract German immigrants as tenants. He described his 
process:
It has been usual to give a piece of land of say 15 to 20 acres, 
with a small house on it, to a German vine dresser, on a lease 
of 12 or 15 years, binding the tenant to put in a certain quantity 
in grapes each year in a proper manner—and at least five or 
six acres within as many years, he paying the proprietor one-
half the proceeds of the vineyard annually after bearing. . . . 
I would recommend landlords to rent from 15 to 20 acres to 
Germans, for vineyards and orchards, on shares . . . ; land will 
be suitable for it, that is too rough for the plough, and eight to 
ten acres will give employment to a whole family.43
Longworth practiced and advocated family farm tenancy for the production of 
grapes and wine. In his co-authored Treatise on the Cultivation of the Grape, 
at the end of his description of employing German vinedressers, he promised 
his land-owning, grape-growing readership that “[t]hose who commence this 
business, and conduct it properly, will make fortunes by it.”44 The focus in the 
piece was neither grapes nor wine, but instead the profit to be made from German 
vinedressers’ labor.
 The immigrant German population in Cincinnati had changed much over 
the first half of the century. In 1825 there were only about fifty Germans liv-
ing in the city, and they were relatively well-off. They had been careful to hide 
their accents and native customs in order to fit in with native-born, or otherwise 
English-speaking, neighbors. By 1840 however, German immigrants made up 
almost 30 percent of Cincinnati’s population—over 15,000 people—and changed 
the composition of the working class. The newly arrived Germans, Dreissigern, 
kept their foreign tongue and habits longer, lived with their own people in their 
own part of the city, and were generally poorer than earlier immigrants. Their 
love of drink and tendency to violate the Sabbath made them additionally suspect 
to the white middle-class population. Germans made up almost 50 percent of the 
population in 1850. By 1860, there were 2,000 establishments serving alcohol 
in Cincinnati.45 Alienation, antagonism, and all other conditions for constructing 
an ethnically “other” population were easily met at this moment in Cincinnati.
 Longworth capitalized on this. He made regular inspections of his land and 
tenants’ work, describing one visit:
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On the banks of the Ohio, two miles below our city, I yesterday 
[went to see] some Germans at work, trenching, banking, and 
walling one of the most steep, rugged, and stony hills in the 
country. To have hired the work done by the day, would have 
cost from $300 to $400 per acre. When completed, it will 
be a lovely spot. The cost . . . is a trifle, for the work is done 
during winter . . . [and] they raise their own hominy and sour 
crout [sic]. . . . [T]he greater part of the work in the vineyard 
is performed by their wives and daughters, without interfering 
with household affairs.46
Several mid-nineteenth-century processes of ethnic othering are at work here. 
Longworth economizes by not hiring and paying single laborers, instead 
employing a method of low-paying farm tenancy, making use of an entire German 
family’s labor. His immigrants are not only industrious but thrifty, raising and 
eating their own foods. And, unlike mid-century middle-class genteel women, 
his male tenants’ wives and daughters could labor in the vineyard, grow their 
own food, and continue their work about the house as part of their normal, 
hard-working, salt-of-the-earth routine. Longworth’s ultimate motivation is also 
clear: the site, “when completed…will be a lovely spot.” His attention to the 
vineyard as an improved aesthetic commodity suggests its value as a tourist site 
and a future real estate sale. Collectively these examples point to Longworth’s 
grape empire as an example of capitalist expansion through horticultural land 
speculation—and of the concomitant erasure of economic exploitation through the 
mythos of neo-yeoman, unalienated, and democratic American wine production.
 Longworth’s exploitative dealings were registered by the public at the time, 
mostly in the context of debates over temperance. Through the antebellum years, 
Cincinnati served as a hotbed of alcohol production and prohibition reform 
politics.47 Conventional wisdom about wine in the nineteenth century was that 
its effects on the human body were far different from those of hard alcohol: one 
didn’t suffer from “roughness of character” when imbibing wine, nor would wine 
make a person drunk. Longworth was a long-time advocate of temperance: wine 
in moderation, rather than prohibition. Moreover, he, like other winegrowers, 
argued that wine was a good beverage because it was locally grown and “naturally 
fermented”—only when other elements were added in the distillation process 
(including sugar or other sweeteners) did alcohol become truly dangerous.48 He 
placed high importance on the “purity” of his wine over other drinks.
 The decades-long battle over prohibition took on a religious as well as class 
valence in Ohio in Longworth’s lifetime. Temperance was a distinctly middle-
class issue; a vocal portion of the Jacksonian middle class shunned wine as an 
aristocratic beverage as well as “demon liquor.” Until 1846, Longworth and other 
elite entrepreneurs’ wine circulated almost solely among the highest society and 
the lowest German immigrant bars of Cincinnati. This made the high and low 
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classes unlikely allies against the middle-class push for prohibition, awkward 
bedfellows in the struggle to keep wine consumption legal.49 
 Due to his substantial wealth and his devotion to temperance, Longworth 
was known to the proponents of teetotalism as a member of the “wine-drinking 
aristocracy.”50 He dug in against advocates of prohibition, tirelessly promoting 
wine and the wine industry, and battling teetotalers in newspapers and in public 
debates. One of his arguments was that prohibition would ruin the wine industry 
and hurt the larger Cincinnati region economically.51 He was, on the surface, cor-
rect: prohibition would effectively have put nearly one thousand people in the 
local wine industry out of work. But laying beneath the surface of his arguments 
was a consciousness about the way that the city’s economy was diversified through 
its several productive landscapes: Longworth was aware that his investment in 
viticulture and the land surrounding the city reinforced Cincinnati’s image as a 
national economic and cultural center.
 To Longworth’s argument that prohibition would harm Cincinnati, Samuel 
Cary, leader of the prohibition movement, once responded: “We protest against 
that wealth and splendor which are secured by the miseries, tears and blood of 
society.”52 This was a serious charge. One assumes that Cary was describing how 
the “miseries, tears and blood” caused by the intemperate use of alcohol could 
befall anyone—“miseries” that the middle-class prohibition lobby fabricated to 
scare imbibers away from “demon liquor.” But read with class status in mind 
and in light of Longworth’s family tenancy system, this was more than politi-
cal overstatement aimed at the real estate mogul on the hill. The charge is also 
ironic in light of Longworth’s own claim, as well as his biographers’ work, which 
narrate Longworth’s supposed democratization of wine. As stated, in the early 
years, Longworth’s flat wines (“hocks”) were sold nearly exclusively to taverns 
serving a poor German immigrant clientele—wines for which the same Germans 
had grown grapes. Thus Cary had a point when he accused the “aristocracy” of 
extracting their wealth from the most miserable in society: Germans labored to 
grow the grapes for Longworth and bought them right back from him as wine. 
Longworth consistently countered his opposition that only through wine would 
America be a cultured, civilized country. But his vision of American culture and 
civilization hardly met its traditional democratic ideal.
Longworth’s, and Cincinnati’s, Horticultural Empire
 Cincinnati’s important sites of capitalist accumulation and ultimate urban 
transition are nicely encapsulated in the example of Longworth’s mid-century 
wine empire. Cultural geographers and materialist scholars, especially David 
Harvey, have theorized the paradoxes of urban capitalist development.53 In 
Cincinnati’s case, wine production ran the symbolic “knife-edge path” between 
capital accumulation and loss, technological advancement and nostalgia-laden 
links with the past, and Americanization-cum-exploitation of alienated labor.54 
The wine that Longworth produced was made with the latest technology (also 
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highlighted in his tourist literature) but was sold nationally and internationally 
as symbolizing a pre-industrial past. Moreover, Longworth’s wine was local—
almost all grapes were fermented into wine within miles of where they were 
grown—but the vines were not indigenous and for decades the wine bottles needed 
to be shipped in from the east coast. The vineyards encircling the city acted as 
a space of both agricultural and urban capitalist accumulation. The formula for 
capitalist exploitation of the countryside, tied to urban profit, could not be more 
clearly Cincinnatian. Thirty years later, and two thousand miles west, it would 
reappear in California.
 This process of capitalist urbanization was unwittingly described in the Ohio 
Farmer in 1867 in a eulogy for Longworth, who died in 1863:
Mr. Longworth has been called away [by God]. . . . The growth 
of the city demands that very space [Longworth’s vineyards] 
occupy, and another summer may see the excavations 
preparatory to the erection of splendid houses, where, for 
thirty years, this persevering vine student trained the canes, 
and led the tendrils upon his favorite grape trellises. Pioneer 
of Viticulture in the West, he has nobly opened the way—who 
will follow it?55
The newspaper eulogizes Longworth as a noble pioneer, his experiments with 
viticulture wholly different from the “erection of splendid houses” and new 
growth of Cincinnati. Again, Longworth’s pioneering pomological history is 
identified not as the direct precursor to capitalist urbanization, but as its antithesis. 
The horticultural land baron was remembered as being concerned only with his 
fruit, not the immensely valuable land on which it was grown. Longworth masked 
his fortune in real estate and farm tenancy, and yet he has been memorialized as a 
neo-yeoman pioneer who democratized wine and brought good health to the West. 
 The region’s identification with its foremost fruit speculator did not wane 
until long after Longworth’s death. By 1860 the prohibition lobby had ceased to 
be a threat and remained dormant for a few decades thereafter. But throughout 
the 1850s and 1860s winemakers had a growing, and much bigger problem on 
their hands: black rot and downy mildew were ravaging vines and destroying 
as much as three-quarters of the grape crop per year.56 California winegrowing, 
although established in some areas of the state by the mission founders and by 
Spanish traders, did not take off as a nationally competitive industry until the 
1870s. In light of the disease rampaging through the Ohio industry, the focus 
on and investment in grapes quickly shifted further West. But the later meteoric 
rise in California’s wine trade should not be read as inevitable. It was just as 
constructed by massive capital investments and just as plagued by boom and 
bust cycles. Cincinnati continued as an important wine producer and national 
horticultural area through the 1870s. 
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 Thus, Cincinnati and the Ohio region must be added to the national narrative 
of important horticultural spaces in the nineteenth century. Previous scholars have 
argued that New York’s prominence in all horticultural fields began early in the 
nineteenth century and continued unabated until 1900, when California took the 
title of most important horticultural state.57 Here, the history of Cincinnati wine 
production confirms there was a long gestation period for national horticulture in 
the Midwest, between its inception on the east coast and its fully-fledged latter-
century west coast empire. In each site, horticulturally invested elites offered their 
region the promise of power, refinement, and the full fruition of nature’s wonders. 
Vineyards functioned as holding spaces for surplus capital, for ennobling and 
displaying wealth, and for developing other forms of cultural capital. Cincinnati 
fruit speculation and tourism is thus a crucial addition to a history that has denied 
the original great west’s importance in processes of capitalist urbanization and 
horticultural production. The extant histories of grape growing—which nearly all 
celebrate the “great men” of horticulture and focus on the “failure” of American 
viticulture before it reached California—must be balanced by attention to the 
persistent capitalist and nationalist thrust of fruit culture in the early Midwest. 
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